We continued to make progress against our 2025 Sustainability Goals – designed to help lead the transition to a sustainable planet while also bringing value to our customers and Dow.

Finalized a FRAMEWORK FOR COLLABORATIVE BLUEPRINTS

Identified a PLATFORM FOR OUR WATER BLUEPRINT

Developed a COLLABORATION TRACKER

6 R&D AWARDS for sustainability-related products

EPA SAFER CHOICE PARTNER OF THE YEAR

11TH U.S. EPA PRESIDENTIAL GREEN CHEMISTRY AWARD

Delivered FIRST CERTIFIED RENEWABLE low-density polyethylene

Developing a market for RECYCLED POLYOLS made from old mattresses

$120MM value added to Dow

CONTINUING COLLABORATION with The Nature Conservancy

Launched PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP ACADEMY

Received a LAUNCH CHEMISTRY AWARD

>$45MM Total contributions

~$1MM IN SUPPORT for 6 global Dow Business Impact Fund projects

15,000 DOWCORPS VOLUNTEERS

150,000 hours of service

10% REDUCTION of CO₂ emissions at Texas City Operations

EXCEEDED TOTAL WORKER HEALTH MILESTONES for second consecutive year

USING ROBOTS AND OTHER TECHNOLOGY to remove workers from high-hazard activities